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BL Book Club 
Sunday December 13th @ 2pm 

American Dirt 
by Jeanine Cummins 
January 2020 

Julie 
• read a while ago - summer - but it started with me 
• biggest thing was way they addressed stereotypes 
• putting Lydia - middle class respectable educated - and she end up on the run 
• even Javier - not what you think of when you think of a drug lord - not the 

stereotype - he super charming respectable poetry lover 
• eye-opening - terrifying - to think that this evil can exist outside of what we 

perceive evil to be 
• not be frightened enough of things you should be frightened of - mind gets mixed 

up about what we think is good and what we think is bad 
• current time - evil takes many different forms! 
• story moved along well 
• reality - that he knew all along - if I wanted you dead you’d be dead 
• realistic - sometimes you get out and it’s not by chance - everything has lined up 

Wendy 
• story captivating 
• seeing that glimpse into the realities of the migrants 
• the dangers of the journey - eye opening and heart breaking 
• scene with the priest - felt very real - grounded in research and reality 
• one piece of dissonance - Beto - if he had the money to do that why did he not get 

himself the inhalers he needed… had to suspend disbelief 
• the challenges of the crossing 

Catherine 
• oh my God - it’s not safe there 
• realize how fragile even a middle class lifestyle can be in many places around the 

world 

https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781250209764
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• my experience - not these risks you see 
• journey - the amount of help along the way - the infrastructure that exists 
• the help - uplifting - they stuck together - they helped the girls so much 
• fundamental goodness  
• Lorenzo 
• Javier - found him not believable 
• coyote… quite a character 
• gruelling crossing - merciless terrain - had no idea what it really like 
• hope you can find place in new country and that they accepted - but they not, they 

illegal 

Michelle 
• really enjoyed the way the book written 
• easy to read - page turner 
• liked way author gave faces to the migrants 
• got to see the inside story - the many different reasons they come 
• the hope of the thought of arriving in the US 
• eye-opener - really not aware the situation or the extent 
• never want to go back to Mexico 

Peter 
• certainly struck by the different reasons - stories - of the various making their 

escape 
• re Javier - typically bad guy is bad through and through - his type more terrifying - 

nice on the outside but capable of incredible evil 
• the two young women from Honduras - they from same area he spend time in 

building schools - he feel perfectly safe - but there are pressures on people to move 
from the small poor villages to the towns and cities which are very dangerous 
places 

• all along the story of Lydia and Luca - her complete commitment to do whatever 
she had to do to save his life - mirrors the commitment of the two sisters - and this 
enriches the story really well 

• at times unable to keep reading - had to put down - but not able to put down for 
long - had to find out what happen next 

Enid 
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• Stunning.  The writing is exquisite and the story - the way she builds and maintains 
the tension, releasing it just a little bit every once in a while so you’re able to keep 
going.   

• And the storyline, and the characters, well… heartbreaking, breathtaking, 
compassionate, heroic.   

• The reality of life for everyone, not just journalists, in so many places where the 
cartels and relative lawlessness prevail.   

• The brutality that must be coped with day in and day out… but more importantly 
the relationships, the strength - especially of the women - that keeps one going… 
and the hope.   

• The hope that there is more to life than this, and the realization of that belief.   
• The way in which any one of us is just that one step away from being a migrant - 

“...that’s what they are now.  This is how it happens” (p94) - and there but for the 
grace of God go I.   

• My only two criticisms are that there are an awful lot of - happy, fortunate - 
coincidences along the way… so many if only’s…   

• And Marta, Javier’s daughter.  I find it hard to believe that she would not have 
known, although I also guess that it totally possible that deep down she knew but 
lived in a sort of denial until it was made so brutally public with the publication of 
Sebastian’s article that there was no way to deny it… and she could not live with it 
then. 

General Discussion… 

• realize how corrupt and dangerous it is 

• Mexico most dangerous place for journalists - today article 
• https://www.dw.com/en/journalist-killings-in-mexico-worst-in-a-decade/

a-55728646 

• do you think he - Javier - let her go in the first place 
• romantic to think so - not clear from the opening scenes 
• we only get the one narrative perspective 
• he had to kill the family - but save her….? he realized that he could not kill her by 

going after her without losing any face 

• love of literature - stories to transport 

https://www.dw.com/en/journalist-killings-in-mexico-worst-in-a-decade/a-55728646
https://www.dw.com/en/journalist-killings-in-mexico-worst-in-a-decade/a-55728646
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• how difficult the journey is - the landscape and the vigilantes 
• intrigues by both sides of it - she describing a phenomenon 
• support spring up - like tent cities here -  
• the underground railroad - analogy 
• long term systemic issues we fail to address as a society - but support systems 

spring up 
• middle class lifestyles - not as vulnerable - but COVID has shown how affected we 

are - changing the structure of our existence  
• never know when the rug can be pulled out from under you - at any moment 
• imagine - if Trump managed to foment a violent uprising - Julie could be on a 

train! 
• the country importing this should just legalise it…. the side effects of the illegal 

industry just becomes untenable 
• Vancouver - de-criminalising small amounts of opioids - society evolved that we 

have cracks that we stick fingers in the dyke - women who are victims of domestic 
violence 

• mental health impacts - PTSD of Soledad and Rebecca 
• sequel coming??? explore the migrants now that they have made it 
• so horrible to even contemplate that this is happening 
• the closing chapter - she settled - they always have to be vigilant - so dependent on 

the political party in power 
• can you imagine living your life with that kind of uncertainty, hanging over your 

head 

• hurricane - a force - it will do what it will do 
• Javier like that - he petulant - having a tantrum 

• Canada - safe third country agreement 
• the US no longer a safe third country 
• https://www.policyalternatives.ca/publications/monitor/safe-third-country-

agreement-must-end 
• that agreement was just Canada shirking its responsibilities - how they get here 

without going through the US 
• appeasement politics 
• many actually want to go to USA - where they can disappear among the masses - 

the American dream 

https://www.policyalternatives.ca/publications/monitor/safe-third-country-agreement-must-end
https://www.policyalternatives.ca/publications/monitor/safe-third-country-agreement-must-end
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• from elsewhere most not distinguish between Canada and the US - they come to 
‘America’… re Rosie DiManno eperience/article - ‘Growing Up On Grace’ memoir 

• coping mechanisms - how you forget things - put them out of your mind 
• at some point we have big crosses to bear - magical the way we are able to keep 

going 

• love the nods - and more - to Neruda and Marquez 
• last thing we see her doing is re-reading Love in the Time of Cholera 

• Lorenzo - what is he? creep? lying? is he really Javier’s all the way? 
• horrible guy - opportunist - trying to get away - he scared - saw opportunity to 

make it safer for him to get away - no solid moral compass - see his only way to 
survive 

• Lydia.... she has a new understanding about the futility of worry. The worst will 
either happen or not happen, and there’s no worry that will make a difference in 
either direction - Pp279-280 

• me also… try to live by these words 

• the controversy - the cultural appropriation 
• what is identity?! who defines it… who claims it… who gets to say who is anything 
• pay no heed to it.  This is storytelling, and we need as many voices telling these 

stories as possible.   
• Selection Criteria from the Ontario Library Association for the Forest of Reading 

programmes, which include the following:  “Accuracy, relevance and authenticity of 
voice:  The author writes a story and/or creates characters from their own culture 
(#OwnVoices), has experience with the culture (i.e.,LGBTQIA2S, deaf/hard of 
hearing community, religion or faith, culture or ethnicity etc.) being portrayed and/
or has consulted with or sought the approval of people of that culture (i.e.,. Elders, 
community group, co-authored etc.)”   

• Clearly as the author notes in her endnote, she more than satisfies the conditions, 
starting with the fact of her own personal history and that her own husband having 
been undocumented. 

• What about the title? 
• https://www.bookbrowse.com/booktalk/messages.cfm?threadid=23F180DC-

D3AF-7F55-7C6F4C1774BF986E 
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Other Reads… and watches… 

Indivisible by Daniel Aleman 
• YA  
• two kids - undocumented family 
• ICE sends parents back to Mexico  

similarly - finished watching series The Ozarks (Netflix) 
• bad guy similar to Javier - they not stupid - totally brutal - constant killing 

Hillbilly Elegy on Netflix 
• underwhelmed (Enid, also Michelle) 

Dolly Parton - Here I Am 
• Netflix 

The Christmas Chronicles 
• Kurt Russell and Goldie Hawn 
• Netflix 

Black Water: Family, Legacy and Blood Memory by David A. Robertson 
• beautiful 
• explores what it means to be indigenous 

Three titles that started to break things open for Canadian Indigenous literature 
• Three Day Road by Joseph Boyden (fiction) 
• The Truth About Stories by Thomas King (2003 Massey Lecture, non-fiction) 
• The Rez Sisters by Tomson Highway (Dramatic play) 

If this is your land where are your stories by J. Edward Chamberlain 
• open non-native Canadians eyes 
• compared to Joseph Campbell, The Power of  Myth 

How to Pronounce Knife 
• so interesting often told from child’s perspective 
• Catherine and Michelle have both also read… 

https://www.lbyr.com/titles/daniel-aleman/indivisible/9780759554979/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt5071412/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt11497544/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2990140/
https://www.harpercollins.ca/9781443457767/black-water/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/295357/three-day-road-by-joseph-boyden/
https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/the-truth-about-stories
http://www.canadiantheatre.com/dict.pl?term=The%20Rez%20Sisters
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/25904/if-this-is-your-land-where-are-your-stories-by-j-edward-chamberlin/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/23332/the-power-of-myth-by-joseph-campbell-with-bill-moyers/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.ca/books/602649/how-to-pronounce-knife-by-souvankham-thammavongsa/9780771094606
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The Pull of the Stars 
• Catherine rating it now… gripping 

Blaze Island by Catherine Bush 
• Climate change crisis at centre 
• little bit gothic, little bit mystery, title bit thriller all wrapped up in solid literary 

fiction 
• set in NFLD 
• Enid reading now - very much enjoying it 

All the Devils Are Here by Louise Penny 
• Louise Penny new one - Inspector Gamache is back 
• this time in Paris 

We Two Alone by Jack Wang 
• Chinese diaspora around the world over a century or more 
• short stories 
• great collection 

The Good German by Dennis Bock 
• Dystopic alternative history where Hitler dead b4 WW2 began 

A Charlie Brown Christmas 
• PBS tonight 7:30pm 
• Free on Apple TV Dec 11 - 13 

Woodland Cultural Centre: Witness Blanket 

Good Lovelies Christmas Tour 

https://gooselane.com/products/blaze-island
https://www.gamacheseries.com/all-the-devils-are-here/
https://houseofanansi.com/products/we-two-alone
https://www.harpercollins.ca/9781443460972/the-good-german/
https://www.pbs.org/articles/2020/12/how-to-watch-a-charlie-brown-christmas-on-pbs/
https://www.apple.com/ca/?&app=tv&cid=wwa-ca-kwgo-tvp-slid-&itscg=MC_20000&itsct=atvp_brand_omd&mttnsiteid=143238&mttnagencyid=1625&mttncc=CA&mttn3pid=a_google_adwords&mttnsubplmnt=&mttnsubad=OCA2019881_1-484337538175-c&mttnsubkw=113711629199_kwd-22184223_Mwwmc9jp_
https://woodlandculturalcentre.ca/witness-blanket-kicks-off-winter-exhibition-at-woodland-cultural-centre-with-film-screening-and-artist-talk/
https://goodlovelies.com/
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Literary Events 

UPDATE from Cathy re Mary Lawson having a new book coming out!  
• A Town Called Solace… out February 16th, 2021 

• Save the date:  March 18 at 7 pm. 
• Virtual event with Mary Lawson (Crow Lake, Road Ends) through 

our Friends of the Library.   
• She has a new book (after 10 years) set in northern Ontario called A 

Town Called Solace.   
• She will be joining us from London, England.   
• Cost for the link will be $10.   
• I will keep you posted. 

• Enid has a copy of Crow Lake on her bookshelf if anyone wants to 
borrow it. 

NEXT READS… 

• All on Sunday @ 2pm 
• April date subject to co-ordination with Farzana… 

December 13th:  American Dirt by Jeanine Cummins 
January 10th:   Indians on Vacation by Thomas King 
February 14th:  The Pull of the Stars by Emma Donoghue 
March 14th:  Baking Cakes in Kigali by Gaile Parkin 
April 11th: Seven by Farzana Doctor (please purchase the book and 

Farzana will join us…)…  See Quill and Quire starred 
review 

http://www.marylawson.ca/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.ca/books/653826/a-town-called-solace-by-mary-lawson/9780735281271
http://www.marylawson.ca/books/
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781250209764
https://www.harpercollins.ca/9781443460545/indians-on-vacation/
https://www.harpercollins.ca/9781443461788/the-pull-of-the-stars/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/126948/baking-cakes-in-kigali-by-gaile-parkin/
https://www.dundurn.com/books/Seven
https://quillandquire.com/review/seven/
https://quillandquire.com/review/seven/
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Favourite Xmas Movie 

The Holiday (2016) 

ELF (2003) 

Behind the scenes of ELF 
• Netflix 
• part of series The Holiday Films That Made Us 

Miracle on 34th Street (1947) 

Happy Feet (2006) 

It’s A Wonderful Life (1946) 

A Christmas Carol (1951) 

EuroVision 

https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/the_holiday
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/elf
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-9040225/Documentary-holiday-movie-Elf-reveals-scenes-secrets.html
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt13439972/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0039628/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0366548/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0038650/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0044008/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt8580274/

